to see that that was just why she wanted one. A restless spirit—disinclined
to stay long at any time in any one place as she travelled over the face of
the globe, she would drop suggestions as a war-plane drops bombs and
sails away into the blue. One never knew where or from where the bombs
would drop—but they dropped.
Now, to add to this discomfort, the fates picked me up and were drag-
ging me to and fro over the Pacific for four or five years, to build the
Imperial Hotel at Tokio. I would hear from her when I was wandering
about in the maze of the Imperial Hotel in Japan while she was in Holly-
wood. She would get my telegrams or letters in Spain when I eventually
got to Hollywood. And I would hear from her in New York while I was in
Chicago or San Francisco. Or, hear from her from some remote piney
mountain retreat in the Rockies when I was sea-sick out on the Pacific
Ocean. During the building of Hollyhock House there was no radio, only
the telegraph. So Hollyhock House had mostly to be built by telegraph
so far as client and architect had anything to do with it or each other. Yes,
until it was all too late.
Now, with a radical client like Aline Barnsdall, a site like Olive Hill, a
climate like California, an architect head on for freedom, sometning had
to happen even by proxy. This Romanza of California had to come out on
Olive Hill.
Sublimated mathematics is Music?
Well—mathematics in co-ordinated Form is architecture. I woxdd still
use the straight line and the flat plane. I had now become accustomed to
using them. But would use them here together with a third mathematical
element dearly defined—integral ornament modifying or emphasizing
both elements to allow suggestion, proper scope, and appropriate rhythms
to enter: these, I offer as component parts not only of the California
Romanza but of Romanza.
Would Aline Barnsdall be happy with the outcome of all this for a
house? Probably not, but happier. Why not? She was neither neo? quasi
nor pseudo. She was as near American as any Indian, as developed and
travelled in appreciation of the beautiful as any European. As domestic
as a shooting star. Conscience troubled me a little. That Voice within*
said, *What about the machine crying for recognition as the normal tool
of your age?'
Well, my critics, one does weary of duty. Even of privilege—while
young, I again told the voice to 'go to' for a time. Hollyhock House was to
be another holiday for me.
The architect's plans joyfully travelled this fascinating upward road of
poetic form and delighted Mass Barnsdall. I could scarcely have keyed the
romanza too high for her, I found, had I made it a symphony.
But my client was in a hurry and I was urgently needed in Tokio. If we
accomplished more than the preliminary plans themselves in the way of
actual building, we would have to amplify the sketches into plans as best
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